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COMPONENT OVERVIEW
The next big thing that we need to talk about is components and component management.
Components are the individual things out in the field that make up your leak detection
repair program. What components should be tagged? What components should be a part
of your fugitive emissions program? The answer to that depends totally upon the
regulations that govern your facilities.
The regulations themselves will specify which component classes they govern. For
instance, a component class could be a valve, pump, compressor seal, or a connector. In
other words, what does the regulation call the component? Not all regulations govern all
components. You’ll find that some regulations govern connectors and flanges and other
regulations don't regulate them. So, based on the regulation that governs your facility, it
tells you what needs to be a part of your leak detection and repair program.
LeakDAS has a very robust form that we call the Smart Browse™ form. It allows you to
filter, search, group, and sort to see our components in many, many different ways. Now,
not all of these fields are required fields. You can tell a required field on this form
because the name of the field will be list in blue, and the non-required fields are in black
on their label.
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COMPONENT INFORMATION – “WHAT IS IT”
Component Tag
That’s the actual physical tag number that’s hanging on the component out in the field or
if you’re doing virtual tags, it’s the virtual tag number. For example, you may tag your
valve, but you may do a 0.1 or a 0.2 off the valve to represent the flanges or an x and a y
to represent the flanges. That’s the identifier that you are assigning to the component out
in the field.
Drawing Field
In this case, I’ve got a drawing of Temp Drawing. LeakDAS uses the tag and the
drawing to make a unique component. What that means is that I could have multiple 122
tags as long as they all have unique drawings. So, I could have one for process unit A,
process unit B, process unit C, but I can't have two of the 122s in process unit A if it
applies to the same drawing. So, drawing is the tiebreaker. Drawing is not a required
field unless you have duplicate tags. Drawing is kind of a neat one, too. Anybody who’s
doing a tag-less LDAR system you can actually ask LeakDAS to show you the drawing
just by coming up here to the documents menu, telling it “show drawing,” and LeakDAS
will go out and pull that specific drawing.

Above is an example of what a drawing can look like. So, let’s say you’re doing tag-less
systems or if you’ve just got drawings that you want to associate with LeakDAS all we
need is the drawing number where the tag resides. There’s just a tiny bit of setup to make
this work. I’m using the Autodesk design review which is a free download – to open up
www.LeakDAS.com
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the drawing. So, there’s no additional expensive software required. LeakDAS just pulls
the drawing as it’s been told to pull.
Component Class
The component class is: What does the regulation call the component? The regulation
doesn’t care if it’s a block valve, a bleed valve, a control valve, a chain valve – it just
simply doesn’t care. The regulation says, “If it’s a valve, do this.” So, the class is the
regulatory class. The type is where we can be a little more descriptive. Maintenance
does care if it’s a block valve, a bleed valve or a control valve, so we can use the type
field to further describe the component class.
Component Type
When in edit mode, the type fields are filtered. When you build your pick list, these are
filtered based on the component class itself. So, let’s say I change the component class to
a pump, you’ll see a different list of types than if I change the class back to a valve and
then pull my type list. So, those are a couple fields that are tied together – valve – when
you select a valve, it sets a filter into the type field so that you can choose the appropriate
type off your types list.
Manufacturer
Also, filtered off of the component class is the manufacturer field. You get a list of
different valve manufacturers that you can select from. If I select something else, such as
a pump, then I get a list of pump manufacturers to select from. So, there are a few fields
that are tied together and class is one of them. Class ties the type and also the
manufacturer.
Component Category
The category is simply whether it’s difficult to monitor, unsafe to monitor or normal to
monitor. If it’s either difficult to monitor or unsafe to monitor, you should also give it a
reason why it’s difficult or unsafe. So, if I choose difficult, then I get a list of difficult
reasons and I can choose the appropriate difficult-to-monitor reason.
The category field will change the monitoring frequency of the component if the rule
definition allows for that. Some regulations say that if it’s difficult to monitor, instead of
doing it quarterly you’ll do it annually. Some say if it’s unsafe to monitor, instead of
doing it quarterly, you may not have to do it at all. If the rule definitions support that, by
changing the category from normal to difficult or from normal to unsafe, LeakDAS
would then look to the rule definition to see what I need to do on this component.
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Component Property and Pick Lists
The Property field can be used for any additional information you would like to assign to
the component. If you will notice, the property field is not a pick list, which means you
can type into the field. All fields that have the little drop arrows beside them – those are
pick lists and any typing that’s inputted into those fields will be ignored.
Pick lists come from a validated list that you build inside LeakDAS. Only specified
personnel will have access to these lists so that you have full control over the data within
them. This way you don’t get duplicate entries due to misspellings.
The Pick List is located under the Administration menu. Right click on the key icon in
the Admin panel. Then select Administration/Pick Lists.

There are several different lists for all the different pick lists that are in the database.
Component classes, component types, category reason, manufacturers, exemption
reasons, out-of-service reasons, repair methods, condition codes – these two I should
explain. Repair methods and condition codes – those go out to LeakDAS mobile so when
you find a leak, you can document what the repair was, what the condition was. They’re
also used within LeakDAS, same purpose, if you’re entering repair information on
components.

www.LeakDAS.com
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Chemical information has its own little sub-menu – chemical names, stream names, batch
names, also a mobile calibration gas that gets downloaded out to LeakDAS mobile –
location information – those five location fields – and then your instrument list where you
can build your list of the different TVAs or whatever you’re using in your facility.
All of the pick lists are controlled from the pick list menu. There are only two pick lists
that you can't edit. One is chemical state. The chemical state is locked – light liquid, gas
vapor, heavy liquid. You can't add chemical states. Also, the category pick list is locked
for normal-to-monitor, difficult-to-monitor, unsafe-to-monitor. You can't add new
component categories. But all of the other pick lists are available to you to add to.
It’s important to note that if you try to delete something from the pick list that’s in use,
you’re going to get a message that tells you that it’s in use and can't be deleted. You may
have to do some searching. What tends to happen is often you’ll find it’s in use on an
inactive component, and that gives you a little bit of a headache because an inactive
component can't be edited. You might be a little bit of help with that. What I have seen
people do is instead of deleting them from the list, they just change the name. They’ll put
an x in front of it and that causes it to drive all the way to the bottom of the list – out of
sight, out of mind. That way, people don't use them anymore. So, you’ve got full control
over that.
Smart Score
Smart score is a calculated value that LeakDAS calculates based on a component’s
history. We’ll further explore this information later in the section. Right now, think of
smart score kind of like a credit score, where we look at the history of a component. We
look at how frequently it’s been monitored. We look at leak definitions and whether it’s
seeded those leak definitions. We pull up a numeric value; we assign a numeric value.
The higher the smart score, the worse the performance of the valve has been in the past or
the more likely it is to become a leak in the future based off of past performance. Smart
score is a very valuable tool for you to find your bad-performing components.
Component Size
Size is pretty self-explanatory. It’s just the size of the component. That size is used on
some validation screens in LeakDAS where we look at how much time was spent
monitoring a component. We compare that to the size of the component to determine
what we call scan speed. In other words, how fast was the technician moving when he
monitored the component? So, size, if you can make that as accurate as possible, we can
be more accurate when we calculate scan speed.
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Route Sequence
When you send a technician out to the field to do monitoring, you want him to monitor in
the most productive route possible. You don't want him jumping from one side of the
unit to the other side of the unit and then back as he monitors his components. So, route
sequence is literally the order that the technician would monitor the components; the
order that the components would show up in his handset as he does the monitoring in the
field. You have full control over route sequence and you can assign the sequence any
way you want it to be so that things go in a nice productive order as the technician’s
doing the monitoring.
Scan seconds
You get to decide and define at the component level in LeakDAS how much minimum
time you want the technician to spend on a component when he does his monitoring. The
scan seconds gets downloaded out to LeakDAS mobile. For example, if I assigned it a
15-second scan seconds, then that means the technician can't go faster than 15 seconds
when he monitors this component.
LeakDAS mobile will literally hold him on the component for 15 seconds before it would
let him log the reading. That’s very important. Now, scan seconds by default – if you
don’t define it manually, then LeakDAS automatically assigns a ten second scan time.
So, if you just leave the fields empty, it will be a ten. What that means is that you only
have to populate the ones that you want to be something higher than a ten or maybe less
than a ten. What this does is it gives you the flexibility for you to decide, “I want all my
valves that are two inches to be this much time. I want all my valves that are four inches
to be this much time. I want all my connectors to be this much time.”
There are several charts that have been developed by several different contractors and
consultants, things such as the response time pyramid. I’ve heard them called different
names. But I know of three different charts from three different companies, and those
charts conflict with each other as far as how much minimum time you should spend on a
component. What we decided to do is let you decide which of those charts you want to
subscribe to and then you have the ability to tell LeakDAS at the component level how
much minimum scan time.
Now, the good news is that you don't have to go and put this on each and every single
component one-by-one-by-one. LeakDAS does have global tools where you can set a
filter and say, “Give me all my valves. If they’re greater than four inches, make this a
20-second scan time. If they’re less than four inches, make it a ten-second scan time.”
It’s pretty easy to do. Again, ten seconds is the default. If you’re fine with ten seconds,
just leave the field empty.
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Now, when this information is sent out to LeakDAS mobile the technician has to stay on
it for that minimum time. If he gets needle deflection during that minimum time, then
LeakDAS mobile adds in two times the response time of the analyzer that he’s using.
LOCATION – “WHERE IT IS”
We’ve talked about what the component is, and now we’re going to talk about where it is.
That’s where we start using these location-based fields. The first one is plant. The
second one is building. The third one is department. The fourth one is process unit, and
then floor and then area. Then finally we’ve got this location description.

So, in this location description section, plant and process unit would be required. Then
even though location isn’t marked as a required field, you sure would want to have a
location. Otherwise, how are you going find the component out in the field? Again,
most of these are pick lists. The floor is not a pick list. You can type anything in that you
want, and of course, the location field is not a pick list either. The location field is 100
characters long. That’s much longer than most databases that you may have used before.
That gives you a pretty extensive way to define where in the facility this component
resides.
PROCESS STREAM SECTION:

The next question is the process stream. This is where we talk about what’s actually
flowing through the line on this component. The three required fields here would be the
process stream itself, which is a pick list, the chemical state of that process stream, which
is, again, a pick list, and then the pressure service of that process stream and finally, a
batch field. Process stream is used primarily when you do emissions calculations so that
when you calculate your emissions you know how much of the 100 percent Stream 1
you’re emitting into the atmosphere. Chemical state is used in emissions calculations,
but it’s also used at a regulatory level. It’s one that ties over to the rule definitions so
that, for example, if you’re a light-liquid, pressure release device, your requirement under
HON is different than a gas vapor pressure release device. So, we do use chemical state
as part of that information to determine frequencies.
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REGULATION SECTION:

Below the process stream, we’ve got a place where we have the date added to a unit.
That’s the date this component was added to the LeakDAS database. Then, toward the
bottom we have multiple tabs. The first tab is the regulations tab. The information on
this tab is what we call rule sets, and the rule sets are the regulatory-specific part of the
component record. In other words, what regulation or regulations govern this component?
When multiple regulations are assigned you can also have different frequencies assigned
to the components. LeakDAS will have you monitor the most stringent frequency. There
can also be different leak definitions in play. For example, a 10,000 PPM leak definition
and a 500 PPM leak definition. So, it’s pretty important there that LeakDAS is always
going to have me monitor at the lowest leak definition.

Under the user data tab, there are five user-defined fields. These can be used to store any
additional information about the component. For example, if you want to keep track of
the actual equipment number of the component you can store it in one of these field. You
also have the ability to change the name of the fields. Each field is 60 characters wide, so
you can store quite a bit of additional information in there.

The quarantine tab shows you if this record was currently sitting in the quarantine table.
You are able to see if the tag has been marked for deletion or if was edited. If the
component was monitored you’ll quick be able to tell if that inspection was a M21 or
Visual.
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The last tab is documents, and this is kind of a cool tab if you’ve got some external
document that you need to attach to your components. Maybe you replaced this
component, you’ve got a copy of the invoice from when you bought the valve and you
want to attach that to it. Or maybe some extraordinary repair had to be done to this valve,
and you want to attach that documentation. You have the ability to come up here to the
documents menu, tell it to add a document and LeakDAS just opens up a standard
Windows dialogue box where you can choose it.

By choosing a file and telling it to open, I can type in a description of the document I’m
attaching. Once attached, that document now is a part of this component record and is in
the SQL server database. So, if I shut down my computer, went to the other side of the
plant and logged in to Joe’s computer and opened this component, I would see the record
that was attached to the tag.
At any point here now, I can just click the view button and it’s going to open up the
documents that have been attached to it. So, these documents can be anything – anything
that your operating system supports. It could be a Word document, an Excel document,
an Adobe PDF file. It could be a picture. It can be a video file. If you’re doing optical
imaging on your components using one of the FLIR cameras and you want to take that
video file that you’ve stored and attach it to a document, you can do so. If you want to
take a camera out to the field and take pictures of your components and attach those to
your components, you can do so and you just attach you just like we discussed. Any
document that’s attached – there’s no limit to how many you can attach to each
component. Any document you attach just shows up on the document tab.
COMPONENT FORM MENUS

Whenever we open a component in LeakDAS that component is always in read-only
mode. When viewing a component you’ll notice edit mode is lined. What that means is I
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can't change anything in these fields while it’s in read-only mode. That saves you from
accidently changing a component. If I want to change a component, I have to click on
the edit mode. That opens up the component in edit mode, and now any of these fields
can be changed. Only authorized people can edit components. That’s controlled by the
security levels inside LeakDAS. So, you as an expert user – you can change everything.
But I may have a technician who is relatively new, I’ve added him into LeakDAS as a
restricted user. He’ll be able to see components, he can look at components, but he’s not
going to be able to edit components. That just helps you control changes to your
database so that unauthorized changes aren’t being made.
You’ve got two different save buttons for saving a component, a “save and copy” and a
“save and close.” Save and close does exactly what it says. I’m going to save and close,
and it’s just going to save the record and shut it down. Save and copy is used if I want to
do additional data entry. Let’s say that ten brand new lines have been added right out in
the middle of this process unit and I want to go out and verify those ten new tags that
have been added. It’s very easy with LeakDAS just to open up the existing tag that’s
closest to the new line and then using the save and copy button, I can make a copy of that
tag. So, now I’m working with a copy here. I can say, “This is tag number four,” and
then I only have to edit what’s different about the component. Instead of it being valve, it
is actually going to be a connector. Again, I just go through and I edit what’s different
about the component. After I’ve finished editing what’s different, then I will do save and
copy. The next tag will be tag number five. It’s also a connector. We’ll save and copy.
Tag number six is a pressure-release device that they’ve added, so we’re going to tell
LeakDAS that this is a pressure-release device. Again, I’m only editing what’s different
about the form and then doing the save and copy. So, it makes for very rapid data entry,
because you don't have to fill out every single one of those forms and basically it’s
copying from one record to another everything about the component.
A few things don't copy. Specifically, documents wouldn’t copy. When they actually go
to quarantine and process through, the document that was on one will not be attached to
the other. Once I’ve done all of my ten tags that I wanted to add – or however many tags
that I wanted to add – then finally, I’ll do a save and close and LeakDAS will save that
record and close it down. Note that after closing the new component, there are no new
tags on the screen, just the one I had opened originally. Anytime any new component,
any edit to any existing component, those go to quarantine. They’re sitting in quarantine
waiting for me to review them and then once they’re reviewed, I will process them
through into my database. So, again, any new component, any edit to an existing
component, goes to quarantine.
The schedule menu simply shows me if the component is in the schedule or not. If the
components still need to be monitored for the current period, I’d have the details of that
monitoring requirement here on the screen.
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The inspection menu is meant for a quick way to enter inspections on a small number of
components. After populating the form, save the information and the inspection will be
sitting in the Quarantine table waiting to be processed into the database.

This is not how you would normally do data entry on inspections. Usually you’re using
LeakDAS mobile in order to log the monitoring out in the field.
From the History menu you can view the component history.
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On the Inspection History tab you will get quite a bit of information. It allows you to see
the entire history of the component.

This first box is inspection history. You can see when the component was monitored and
who did the monitoring. It shows the regulation and individual rules assigned at the time
the inspection was done. The work request section will hold all work orders that get
created for this component. In the leak history section you will only see entries for the
specific rules where the reading actually went above the leak threshold. Any repair or
condition notes that are logged will show at the bottom of the form. All the details about
any monitoring that has been done on the component will be listed on this table.
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The Change Log keeps track of every time the component gets changed. LeakDAS
tracks, at the component level, if you change so much as a period in the location
description, it tracks who made the change, the date they made the change and what field
they changed.
That’s very important if you have somebody making compliance changes. Let’s say a
component was misidentified and we changed it from a valve to a connector. By
changing it to a connector, that changes my reports coming up and I’d want to know who
made that change, when they made the change and so forth. So, the change log is a very
useful field for taking a look at what has changed about a component.
We track the changes by whoever edited the record and saved it into quarantine. In other
words, who initiated the change? When quarantine processing gets ran those changes get
processed through, and then assigned into the change log. It would show who sent it to
quarantine not who processed it.
Also, we have an out-of-service history tab. So, if this component has ever been out of
service, we can see when and why.
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Then finally, Tag Changes, which are changes to the actual tag or drawing numbers.
Again, LeakDAS uses that tag and drawing to make a unique component.

Also, on the component history table we have a smart trend button located at the top of
the form.

Let me explain what the trend chart does and why it’s important. The little blue dots are
each and every time this component has ever been inspected. So, those are the distinct
PPM readings and the dates for the inspections. The red line is the leak definition on the
component, and the green line is the trend that that component is currently on. In this
case, it’s on a positive trend, meaning that things are getting better for this component. It
is this information that is used to calculate a component’s score.
So, that’s what the trend chart is about. This also has the ability to print it – the old adage
that a picture is worth 1,000 words – you can go to your maintenance department and say,
“Hey, we’ve got a repeat leaker. It’s been bad in the past.” They may or may not listen
to you, but if you take a picture and show it to them, you might be able to open their eyes
and say, “Hey, maintenance, if we do a permanent repair on this – if we do something
really dramatic here – we can make this thing really go away.”
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Let’s go back to the history menu at the top of the component form. We have another
link here for out-of-service history.

This table will show you when the individual component was placed out of service and
why. You can also see when it’s expected to return to service and the date it actually does
return. So, you would know, based off this information, if the component didn’t get
monitored during a specific month, we might be able to explain why now, because it was
out of service.
The work request link allows you to see all work requests that have ever been opened for
the individual component. And you can see that this component has been a leak only
once.

If I wanted to see details on that leak, I could just double-click on the entry and it would
show the actual work request form.
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Previous tag and next tag buttons. Clicking either will just let me roll through previous
and next. That’s quite nice if you’re doing edits on multiple components, because once
you’ve taken this into edit mode, you can change a component, hit next tag, it will ask if
you want to save then it will roll to the next tag. So, it makes it really quite nice to be able
to roll through multiple tags. Notice that you will not get the “save this tag” option when
not in edit mode. Notice that you will not get the “save this tag” option when not in edit
mode.
Certain components are color-coded. If the entry is coded red it means the component is
currently leaking.
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If the entry is coded yellow – if you go take a look at its history, you’ll be able to see that
it was a pretty substantial leak. A ppm reading that is high but not above the leak
definition. LeakDAS is just letting me know it was more than just a one or a two or a
three ppm.
If the entry is purple – if you go take a look at its history, you’ll be able to see that it was
a pretty substantial leak. The reading will be close but not over the leak limit and there’s
a good chance that you will find it leaking the next time it’s monitored.
Next to the tag and previous tag is the dock button. The dock button literally takes that
component that I had open and docks it as a tab with the rest of the tabs across the top.

Now, why would I want to do that? You’ve all dealt with duplicate tags out in your
system, so that’s the best example I can give you. Maybe we suspect that we’ve got
duplicate tags, so I’m going to dock the two suspected tags and then I can just flip-flop
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between the two to take a look at the two tags and say, “Okay, are they duplicates or are
they not duplicates?” So, that’s just one example of when you may want to dock a tag.
So, again, to dock a tag, all you have to do is open it up, you click the dock button –
you’ll notice that when a component is docked, the tab title itself becomes the tag ID so I
know that matches so I can find it again.
The view print button – sometimes you’ve got a tag open on the screen and you say,
“Wow, I’d like to print this out.” View print will actually print everything about the tag
including the last three monitoring events that have taken place on the component. So, if
maintenance says, “Give us the history of tag number 123,” you can open it up, click the
view print and it’s going to give you the history of this component. The very first report
you print when you log in to LeakDAS for the day takes longer because it has to load all
of the customer report drivers. Okay, so this is the report I get.

It’s the tag, the drawing and report date – everything about what it is, what rules govern
the component, and then the last three monitoring events on the component – who did the
monitoring, what the results were, if it was a leak then we’re going to get work-request
information and so forth – so, you get a shot of the most recent history on that one
component.
The Rules menu allows us to take a look at the details of these rules that are assigned to
the component. I can see I’ve got a pump rule for EPAH and a pump rule for a permit.
So, if I want to see the details, I can just go to rules and click on the one that I want and it
opens up the rule definition form that we were looking at previously to show me the
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details about this. It gets monitored monthly at a 9999 PPM – so, just a quick link into
the rules there.

Finally, bookmark. Let me explain that. You may have a tag that you want to keep track
of. Maybe it’s been a repeat leaker in the past. Maybe there’s something special about
this component and you want to be able to find it quickly without having to remember tag
numbers and that kind of stuff. By assigning a bookmark, or putting a bookmark on a
component, they can be rapidly pulled up without filtering.
At the top of the component form, click on the Boomark link. You will get a pop message
asking you to enter a description. After giving a meaningful name just click the OK
button. You can see all of the component bookmarks by clicking on the bookmark icon in
the components panel.

You can bookmark tags. You can also bookmark work requests. Those are the two
places that you can assign a bookmark. Again, it’s just so that you can keep track of
something. If it’s something special about the tag and you want to keep your eyes on it,
if there’s something special about the work request and you want to keep your eyes on it,
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LeakDAS allows you to do that bookmark. If you want to get rid of a bookmark, all you
have to do is a right-mouse click on the bookmark you want to get rid of. You’ll get
prompted for deletion. You tell it okay, and that one’s gone off the list.
SMART BROWSE FILTER

There are three separate sections to this form. First off, on the far left-hand side, this is
the available field list. This is a list of all of the fields that are available for viewing when
you create a filter. By default, these are set with what we call the “quick setting.” You’ll
notice the little quick box is checked, and the quick box is based off of testing that we did
to get the very fastest return even on a slow network. What this means is that these fields
that are checked using the quick settings, those are the fields that are going to come back
when I ask for components. If you want more or less than just a quick setting all you
need to do is check or un-check the individual box for the items you want to see. If you
wanted to pull back every single field you could but that is not the norm. Typically, what
you’re trying to do is get components on the screen so you can see certain things.
By default the Active Components Only box is checked. This is any component you have
marked as deleted will not show on the grid when you’re creating filters. You can’t do
anything with inactive tags so they are not part of the filtering criteria. If at any point you
need for view components that were marked as inactive you can do so by un-checking the
box.
In the center section of the Smart Browse, the filter builder allows me to choose a
database field. This is the same field list that you can see over on the left-hand side. You
can filter for any of those fields. For example, if you choose Unit Description the box
below will automatically populate with all the entries from the unit pick list section. Then
choose the criteria needed by either double clicking or highlighting the entry and clicking
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the Add Selected button to move the selection over to right under the Selected Filter
Criteria section.

You can add multiple selections to your filter and if you find you need to delete part of
the criteria you can highlight that entry and select the Remove Selected button. After the
filter is complete just click the Retrieve button and LeakDAS will go and find all the
components that meet the filter criteria selected.

You will see how many rows of data got returned listed in red at the top of the form. And
the only fields showing on the grid are those with the check box selected in the Available
Fields section on the filter screen. If you decide more information is needed just click on
the Filter tab and add the additional information. By clicking retrieve again the data will
refresh and show the new criteria. So, it’s very easy to go back and refine these filters.
Notice how fast those data retrieves are. Even with the most complex filters, they all
come back quickly. There are multiple selections to use what creating your filter.
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Most of the filters will use Is Equal To, but there will be times where you will need to use
something such as Is Like. If you choose something, say, “location description,” location
description is not a pick list, so notice how it doesn’t provide any selection values.

At that point, you would actually type in the value that I want it to have. So, you could
say location description, is like, and then we’ll type in the word “tank” and click the Add
Selected button to move it across to the criteria box.

Basically, you’re asking for anything that has the word “tank” in its location description.
After clicking retrieve to view the data you’ll notice that all entries will have the word
“tank” inside its location description.
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So, on the filter builder, you choose the fields you want to see. Then select the criteria for
the filter by using the drop list menu and select the operator needed. Such as equal to, not
equal to, like, greater than, greater than or equal to, less than, less than or equal to, is null,
is not null, and is between and click retrieve to view the data.
The operator is used to be more specific about what you want. When you’re using pick
list type things, like unit it’s usually going to be is equal to. When would you use
“greater than”, “less than”, “greater than or equal to”, “less than or equal to”? That
would make sense if you were looking for maybe the date something was added to the
database.
So there are various ways to create filters. Here are a few rules you need to know. If
you’re selecting “is between”, that would be things like dates. So, it would be the first
value, comma, second value, to filter that. “Is like” works good if you’re looking for a
specific word inside the location description or if you’re looking for words inside any of
the non-pick list type fields. The “greater than” works good for size or smart score. If I
want to say, “Show me all the Smart Scores greater than five,” add that across, and that
would show me all the things that have a smart score greater than five. I can be pretty
sure that those have a pretty bad performance history. You can mix and match filter
criteria. There is no limit really. If you wanted specific units with a smart score greater
than five, and you only wanted them if they were valves – If this data comes back blank
it’s because nothing meets the filter criteria.
Down at the bottom of the filter tab, you have two additional filters. One is for regulation
and one is for repair delay status.

These two filters are used in addition to filter criteria above. If you try to use them
without creating an actual filter no data will be returned. You can see quickly which
components have or don’t have a specific regulation. Now, when is that valuable? You
know by the name of your process unit what regulations govern that unit. Correct? You
probably also know by chemical stream which regulations apply as far as HON
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regulation because it’s chemical-stream specific. What this means is that you can set
filters, such as, “Show me all the components in process unit x that have stream y but
don't have the HON regulation assigned to them,” and you can quickly identify the
components that need your attention.
You can also quickly find components that have the wrong regulation assigned to them.
For instance, if I know there shouldn’t be any VV components in a specific unit and it
comes up with one, I know that I’ve got a problem. So, you can use the filter builder to
look at your data in ways you never, ever thought possible.
The last one, repair delay, default is “don't care”, but if you quickly want a list of all the
components that are currently on delayed repair, I can come here and set the filter and
include “is DOR”, hit retrieve. Then very quickly, I have all my delayed repair
components.
The filter builder on the component screen is the best example of the filter builders inside
LeakDAS. All of the forms – or almost all of the forms – have the ability to set filters.
This one is the most robust. If you can do this one, you can do all of the other ones. In
fact, route manager uses the exact same filter builder.
Saving filters
Let’s talk about saving filters. On the filter builder, if you’ve built a filter that you feel
would be worth saving, click on Save Filter, and give it a meaningful name. All saved
filters will show up on the Previously Saved Filters drop list. To run a saved filter, just
select it from the list and click the retrieve button to view the data.
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SMART BROWSE GRID – SORTING AND GROUPING
The “smart browse grid” is the actual grid you see after retrieving data when creating a
filter. This same grid is used on most LeakDAS tables such as components, history, or
work request.

Any field that is here I can sort by just by clicking on the header name. I click it once
and it sorts it ascending; if I click it a second time it sorts it descending; if I click it a third
time, it undoes the sort. When I sort them, I get the little triangle that shows me the way
it’s sorting.

If you want to sort multiple fields, hold the shift key down, click on the first field, click
on the second field and click, on the third. If I want to un-sort, with my shift key not held
down, I just click on any one of them and it’s going to throw the sorts away.
Grouping is a slightly different – grouping means that I want to actually see certain items
lumped together in groups. To group, click on the header name, drag and drop it in the
blue space right above. Once you let go, LeakDAS is going to group all of the data in that
field.
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So, in this case above, the group was done by class. You can see there are 14 valves, 3
pumps, and 8 connectors. When grouping, it will assign the total count and on the left
side of the entry there will be a little plus sign. If you click on the plus sign, it opens up to
show the individual components that make up that specific group. You can group by
multiple columns just by using the drag and drop feature. To view the data from multiple
groupings you just need to open the plus signs and drill down until you find the data you
want to view.

Being able to sort and group allows you to see your data in ways you never thought you
could see your data before. I’ve used this specific tool to find things such as gas vapor
pumps in people’s databases. I’ve used it to find all kinds of odd things like that – gas
vapor agitators – just oddities that would hide from you if you didn’t have the ability to
sort and group and see your data in that way. I don't think there’s any limit here to what
we can sort and group by. If you want to un-sort, all you have to do is click on the field,
drag it down until you see the big black x, then drop it and it’s unsorted at that point.

Also, you can drag these fields around and put them where you want to put them. They’re
going to stay that way until you close out of LeakDAS and come back in. So, if you want
the type to be next to the class all you have to do is drag it over and drop it next to that
field.
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RIGHT-MOUSE CLICK MENUS

The right-mouse click allows you to select all. It allows you to make a copy of the
selected, if you want to take those and paste them into a route or something like that. It
allows you to do a “send to quarantine.” You can set and remove components from out of
service. You have an “add to schedule,” if you want to force these into the schedule. You
can also set the route sequence. You can compute the smart score on that group of
components that are highlighted, and the “collapse all” and the “expand all” allows you –
if you have these grouped – on my grouping header, I can collapse or expand the groups.
Route Sequencing
From the components table you filter for the group of tags needing a route sequence
number. Highlight the components and use the right click menu to select Set Route
Sequence.

You will be asked to verify you want to sequence the total number of components that
were highlighted.
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It will want to know the starting number. In other words, do you want to start with one
and run through however many number of components are being sequenced or do you
want to start higher than that?

And then it will want to know how many number you want to increment by – in other
words, how much space in between tags? For example, do you want to count by ones, 1,
2, 3, etc. Or do you want to count by tens and leave space in between in order to fit in any
new components that get added in the future.

Now the components have a route sequence established and each time this group or
sections of this group are downloaded to a handheld devise they will be listed in this
order. To add more components to this route just highlight the tags/tags and go through
the same steps. Give it the sequence number you want to start with, for example if it
follows the component with a route sequence of 11 you will want to start with sequence
number 12 and increment by one.
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Last Inspection Date
Now, if you have a unit that’s routed poorly, you could send a technician out to do the
monitoring and have him monitor in the order he wants all future monitoring to take
place. Based off of that monitoring, you can re-sequence the route in the order that he did
the work so that the next guy gets them in that same order. That inspection can be either a
method 21 inspection or a visual inspection. It’s just going to look at the last inspection
date and lets you put them in that order.
Setting OOS
On the components grid you highlight all of the components that need to be marked as
out of service. You can do this using the right click menu and Select All. Or you can
highlight blocks or individual components. To select blocks of tags, click on the first
component then hold down the shift key on your keyboard and click on the last
component. This will highlight all tags in between the two. To highlight individual tags,
hold down the Ctrl key on your keyboard and click on the components you want to
highlight. After all components are highlighted, right mouse click and select Set OOS
from the menu. LeakDAS wants to know the reason for the out-of-service, the date
removed from service, and the expected return to service date.
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You’ve got full control over the pick list for the OOS Reason. These come from the pick
list section located under the Admin panel menu. By clicking the apply button on the
form, those components now are out-of-service components. This change does not have
to process through the quarantine table. If I open them up, I’ll be able to see right here at
the top that the component is marked as out of service.

Very importantly, they are not removed them from the schedule. But LeakDAS will not
let you send them out to a data logger for monitoring, because they are listed as out of
service. Route manager has some pre-filtering in place that will keep you from
monitoring components that don’t need to be monitored. For example, if the component
is out of service, inactive, or if it’s currently in another route they are not available to put
into a route for monitoring. Again, we don’t take them out of the schedule, because at the
end of the period if they haven’t yet come back into service and been monitored, they’ll
get written to the missed inspections table with the out-of-service reason as their
documentation for why they didn’t get monitored.

All out of service components are quickly accessed from the Components panel. A single
click on the action item will open the smart browse form which shows a list of all out of
service components in the database.
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Remove OOS
To return the components to service you can either filter for them in the components table
or click on the out of service action item located in the Components panel. Highlight the
tags that needed and select Remove OOS from the right click menu. Populate the return
to service date and click the apply button. The components are back in service as of
today. The return to service edit does not have to process through the quarantine table.

Each component has its own out of service history table. Click the history link at the top
of the component form and select OOS History from the list. There is be a record for each
time the component was marked as out of service. You will be able to see the reason as
well as the date it got marked as out of service and when it was returned. So, all of that
history gets tied together to explain why something did or did not get monitored.
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Add to Schedule
You can force components into the schedule by highlighting the component and selecting
Add to Schedule from the right click menu.

Populate the date range needed for when the component should be monitored. It’s always
good to stay with calendar periods. So if it needs monitoring within the month it’s
recommended that the end date be the last day of the current month. If the component is
being scheduled for a future event then the begin date and end date should be the first and
last day of the month. You have the option to select M21, Visual, or Follow up
monitoring events.
For normal scheduling, the regulations take care of that. This “add to schedule” feature is
something above and beyond what your regulations say. So, be careful if you use it,
because if you use it because LeakDAS will take control of them once they are in the
schedule and if you do not do the inspections they will get written to the missed
inspections table.
Send to Quarantine
The send to quarantine feature allows you to move a group of components over to the
quarantine table. This is makes things easier when you have edits that need to be done on
a large group of components at the same time. Highlight the group of components needed
and select Send to Quarantine from the right click menu. LeakDAS will ask for
confirmation and once you click the ok button all of the highlight components will move
over to the quarantine table. You can see that the Activity Level column now says “Edits
Pending”.
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Now you can go to the quarantine table and use the mass edit feature to make changes on
the group instead of having to make edits on an individual basis. To get to the table just
click on the icon in the Quarantine panel.

Edit Selected – Bulk Editing
On the filter tab in the Quarantine table you need to select Edits before retrieving the
components. This will allow you to use the mass edit feature.

Once you highlight the group of components that need the same edit made you will use
the right click menu and select Edit Selected from the list.
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This mass edit feature is only available to expert users. The technician that you’ve
assigned the role of “restricted” or “standard user” can edit individual components, but
only an expert user or a super user can do a bulk edit on components. It is a very
powerful tool. Don’t give authority to make global changes to somebody who should not
actually have that authority. That’s all controlled in the security settings inside LeakDAS.
You can lock those settings down as tight as you want them to be locked.
At the top of the mass edit form you are given some information about the table. The
values that you enter are going to be applied to all of the selected records in the LastIns/Quarantine area.
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What that means is only the records that were highlighted will get changed. You only
have to enter data into the field that you actually want to change. If there are fields you
don’t want to change, just leave them alone.
Remember – any new components, any edits to existing components, all of that goes
through quarantine. So once the changes have been made the components will need to be
processed back into the database. In this case, what I did was I sent a bulk amount of
components back to quarantine.
So what fields can be changed you might ask? We cannot do a bulk change to
component tags. That doesn’t make sense. We also can't do a bulk change to component
class. We can't change all of our valves to connectors. That would have to be done one
at a time. Process unit, that kind of stuff we can do bulk changes to. You also have the
ability to mark a group of components as inactive.
If you open a component in Quarantine you will be able to see what was field was
changed and who made the change. The form will have “Showing Quarantine” at the top
of the form letting you know that you are viewing this component as it is while sitting in
the quarantine table. The name of the user who made the edit will be listed to the left of
the Location section header. And all fields with an edit will be highlight in pink.
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Up at the top of the form, there’s a little box that says “show live,” and if you hover your
mouse over that, you’ll notice that the edited field changes to green and shows me what
the component was before I made the edit. Remember, this change does not actually take
place until the component is processed into the database. If I move my mouse off of that,
it goes back to pink. That’s to propose change.

So, the show live allows me to see what the component is right now. Move off of that
and that’s the proposed change coming through quarantine. The color-coding allows you
to see not only who made the change, but what field they changed so that you, the expert
user of the database, can approve and process the edits into the database.
QUESTIONS:
What is an inactive tag?
An inactive component is one that has been removed from the field, and I don’t need
LeakDAS to do any tracking of that anymore. I don't want to throw the component away
because I’ve got history and I need to be able to prove that on my reports. So, instead of
throwing components away, LeakDAS just changes their status from “active” to
“inactive.”
When you change a component to inactive, we store the reason it’s no longer active and
the date so LeakDAS knows exactly when to stop tracking the component. That helps
when doing emission calculations, because up until the day it got made inactive, there
were emissions coming off of that component. After that date, there are no emissions. If,
by mistake, a component was made inactive and you need to reactivate it, you certainly
can do so. If it was not a mistake and it’s been inactive for a substantial amount of time,
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then I would recommend that you don’t reactivate it but that you actually use the “save
and copy” to make a copy of it and let the copy go forward as the active tag. The reason I
say that is let’s say that we made a tag inactive back in 2007. At that point, when we
made it inactive, LeakDAS no longer was scheduling that component.
LeakDAS said, “I don't have to worry about that. It’s an inactive tag.” Then last month,
somebody goes out and finds out that that tag is back in service, it didn’t truly get
removed – I’ve got a three-year gap where no monitoring took place. So rather than even
open that door to have to explain that to a regulatory agency, if you make a copy of the
inactive tag and let the copy go forward as the active tag, you don’t have that gap to
explain. So if you have missed monitoring on that component, I would highly
recommend that you start it as a copy and not a reactivated tag.
If you're stuck on a LeakDAS concept and still confused about something covered here,
send an e-mail to support@inspectionlogic.com
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